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alone. Even Ahmadis say it and say that when they grow up,
they will discover Ahmadiyyat themselves. But what I say is
that this may be true if no other sound reaches the ears of the
child nor any sight his eyes. But this is not true. All sorts of
sounds are impinging on the ears of the child. All the time the
child is learning. If angels do not communicate with the child,
then it is certain that Satan will become his friend and given
him his company. If good things do not reach the child’s ears,
bad things certainly will.

Let Ahmadi parents take note. If you want your children to
grow into good adults, then use your home as a kind of segre-
gation camp. Keep children away from everything except good
influences. This is the only way to safeguard the future
generations.

Moral Training of the Child

Now a few hints on the moral education and training of the
child:

1. As soon as a child is born, the first step towards its
education is to proclaim Azaan into its ears. I need not
elaborate this point further as I have already dealt with it
in the course of this speech.

2. A child should be kept neat and tidy and, should be
properly cleaned after stools. Some of you might say that
this particular chore belongs to the mother. This is true.
But it is equally true that the mother will perform it
properly only if the father is properly orientated in this
regard. It is men’s duty to bring home to women the fact
that an unclean child will not have a clean mind.
Unfortunately not much attention is paid to this matter.
Women are sometimes guilty of grave negligence in this
regard. During parties, they would let the child defecate
over a rag which they do not even care to throw away. In
the environs of Qadian, rustic women sometimes let a shoe
perform this office and did not hesitate to foul the area by
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throwing away the excrement indiscriminately. How can
you look after the inner cleanliness of the child if you do
not look after its external cleanliness? Let the child have
a clean body. Its impact on his mind will be great. As a
consequence, the child will come to have a clean mind and
will become immune to sins which are caused by
uncleanliness. Medical research bears out that a child
commits its first sin because it is dirty. Dirt irritates the
anal passages which the child rubs and manipulates. It
finds pleasure in the process and becomes conscious of sex.
It can be safeguarded against sexual eros to a very large
extent if it is kept clean. This training must begin the very
day it is born.

3. A child should be fed at fixed hours. This will breed the
habit of self-control and save it from a number of evils.
Lack of self-control occasions evils like stealing, etc. Such
a child does not learn to resist temptation. The fault lies
with the mother who is ever ready to feed the child
anytime it cries. It is a great mistake not to inculcate
regular food habits in the infant and in the grown-up child.
Regular food habits will further lead to the following good
habits:

a. Punctuality.

b. Self-control.

c. Good health.

d. Cooperation. Such children will not be egocentric and
selfish for they will have learnt to eat with others.

e. Frugality. Such child will not suffer from the bad habit
of wastefulness and extravagance. The child who is
given to eating at odd hours will eat less and waste
more. But if it is fed to a fixed measure and at fixed
hours, it will make the best of what it gets and remain
content with it without a tendency towards waste.

f. It will develop the inner strength to resist temptation.
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It wants to have something which catches his passing
fancy in the street. If you do not get it for it, it will
learn the habit of fighting temptation later in life.
Similarly If the child wants to have an eatable which is
lying about in the house, like sugar cane, radishes,
carrots or homemade sugar in farming families, tell
him to wait till it is time for meals. This will fortify his
self-control and enable him to exercise restraint.

4. A child should be helped to form the habit of relieving
nature at regular hours. This is very helpful for its health.
But a greater benefit is that its limbs come to acquire a
sense of punctuality. Bowels become conditioned to move
at fixed hours and evacuation takes place at the proper
time. Some Europeans can even tell the time by the
movement of their bowels for they learn to evacuate with
clock-work punctuality. Regular bowels, therefore, are a
must for a child. The child who learns to perform its
natural functions regularly, readily forms the habits of
praying and fasting. Also, he learns not to delay
performing national duties. It curbs displays of ill-temper
and petulance. The main cause of such tantrums is
irregularity, particularly irregularity in food habits. For
instance, the child is busy playing. Mother summons it to
come and eat. It fails to turn up but when it does, mother
wants the food to be heated for it. The child is hungry. It
fumes and frets, for it is late for its meal. It is hard to
stand the pangs of hunger. Hence its outburst of rage.

5. Food should be served according to a prescribed measure.
This will teach the child contentment and discourage
gluttony.

6. A child should be given a variety of foods. It should have
meat, vegetables and fruit, for dietary habits affect morals
and a variety of food is necessary for a variety of morals. It
should have more vegetables than meat as meat excites
and in childhood there should be as little excitement as
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possible.

7. As the child grows, it should be asked to do small tasks
under the guise of play-acting. It should be asked to fetch
a utensil, to replace or carry an object and do sundry other
small tasks. But it should also have the time to play on its
own.

8. A child should be allowed to acquire self-confidence as a
matter of habit. For instance, if it wants to have an object
which it has just seen, it should be told that it would get it
at a certain time. Hiding the object is no solution, for it will
imitate and try to hide things which will breed the habit of
stealing.

9. A child should not be over-indulged. Too much petting or
caressing leads to many vices. when such a child sits in
society, it expect to be fondled. This results in a number of
moral evils.

10 Parents should be capable of self-sacrifice. Foods which are
prohibited for an ailing child should neither be brought
into the house nor should they be eaten by the parents. The
child should be told that they are abstaining on his
account. The child will thus learn the habit of self-sacrifice.

11 Extreme vigilance is required when a child is suffering
from a chronic illness. Vices like cowardice, selfishness,
peevishness, lack of emotional control, etc., are the result
of illness. Even grown-ups become irritable during illness.
Some ask others to sit with them. Others shout at passers-
by and say: Can you not see? Are you blind? In illness, the
patient is allowed complete rest and full comfort which he
slowly comes to regard as a right and wants to rest all the
time.

12 Children should not be told tales of horror. This would
make them cowards. when they grow up, they would do
nothing brave. If a child exhibits a tendency towards
cowardice, it should be told stories of courage and made to
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play with children who are brave.

13 A child should not be allowed to choose his own friends.
This choice should be made by the parents. They should
choose well behaved children as associates for their
children. The parents too will benefit from this
arrangement. They will come to know the parents of other
children whom they have chosen as associates for their
child. It will lead to a kind of inter-parent cooperation. Also
when they choose playmates for their child, they will watch
over their behavior.

14 A child should be assigned responsible jobs suited to its
age. This will help create a sense of responsibility in the
child. It is said that a father had two sons. He gave one of
them an apple and asked him to divide it with his brother.
The father asked if he knew how to divide the apple. The
child replied that he did not. The father said: He who
divides should take the smaller half and give his brother
the bigger half. At this the boy said that in that case the
apple had better be divided by his brother. This shows that
this boy had already acquired the habit of selfishness, but
knew that if the responsibility fell upon him, he would
have to accord priority to his brother. Game like football,
etc., are a useful exercise for this purpose. But in sports too
we should be ever watchful lest the child picks up bad
habits. In the event of a difference of opinion in games,
parents usually support their child and force the other
child to accept what their child says. This leads their child
to be obstinate and it always wants to have its own way.

15 Tell the child that it is nice and good. The Holy Prophet (on
him be peace) said: Do not curse a child for when you curse,
angels add: Let it be like that; and like that he becomes.

Incidentally, this also means that angels are responsible
for the consequences of actions. when you tell a child it is bad,
it draws an imaginary picture in which it figures itself out as
bad and does in fact become bad. Therefore, do not abuse a
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child. Praise it and teach it to be good.

This morning, my little girl came to me to ask me for a
coin. when I wanted to give her the coin, she extended her left
hand to receive it. I told her this was not right. She admitted
she was wrong and promised not to repeat her mistake. She at
once became conscious of her mistake when it was pointed out
to her.

16 A child should not be allowed to become obstinate. If it
persists in being stubborn, Its attention should be diverted
to something else. Later, the cause of its obstinate behavior
should be traced and removed.

17 Address a child politely and courteously, for a child is a
great mimic. If you address it rudely, it will return the
compliment in kind.

18 Do not lie to a child nor be peevish or arrogant with it. It
will certainly imitate you. It is the parents who teach a
child lying. The mother does something in the child’s
presence but denies having done it when asked by the
father. Thus the child learns to lie. I certainly do not mean
that parents are permitted to misbehave in the absence of
the child. what I mean is that if they cannot help doing
such things, they should try to be circumspect, at least, in
the presence of children to save the younger generation
from such evils.

19 Safeguard the child against all intoxicants. Intoxicants
damage the nerves of the child. Consequently it becomes a
liar. An addict becomes a blind imitator also and ceases to
have a will of his own. One of the relatives of Hazrat
Khalifatul Masih I was a chronic addict to intoxicants and
was not even remotely interested in the duties of religion.
Once he brought a young companion whom, he claimed, he
would shape after his own pattern. Hazrat remonstrated
with him and asked him to desist from this nefarious
design. But he would not listen. Hazrat summoned the boy
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and persuaded him to drop his company, learn some
vocation and not be foolish. This made him think and he
left. But after a little while, the relative brought another
young man and challenged Hazrat to try to "spoil" him. To
his warped mind, spoiling a young man meant his being
separated from him. Hazrat did all the counseling he could.
He even offered cash to him to start him in some business.
But he would not listen. This surprised Hazrat who asked
his relative what had he done to hold him. He said: "It is
simple. I supply intoxicants to him. Now he does not have
any will to leave me." In short, addiction to drugs kills
initiative.

Of all moral evils, lying is the worst. A child should be
especially guarded against it. Lying has a variety of causes,
some of them very abstruse. Given the causes, or some of
them, a child is bound to contract this vice as a matter of
course. A child is highly imaginative. whatever it hears, it
turns it into a kind of reality. A sister of mine when she
was a child used to relate a long dream every day. We
would wonder how she could manage to have a dream
every day. Later, the truth came out. what happened was
that to her mind, dreams meant the ideas and pictures
that crossed her mind just before falling asleep. To a child
every image is real. Thus gradually it picks up this habit.
A child should be helped to realize the difference between
fact and fiction. A child can be saved from this habit, if the
nature and meaning of thinking can be brought home to it.

20 Stop children from playing in privacy.

21 Do not let them remain naked.

22 Teach them to admit their mistakes, as a matter of habit.
For this the following methods would be found helpful:

a. Do not try to hide your own mistakes before a child.

b. Be sympathetic when it commits a mistake. Let it feel
that the mistake is a kind of loss it has suffered. Hence
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so much sympathy. Also let it feel that a particular
mistake has resulted in a certain loss.

c. To guard against the repetition of a mistake, talk to the
child in a manner that brings home to it the trouble its
mistake has occasioned to the parents. They could, for
instance, pay for the loss its mistake is supposed to
have caused. This will make it realize that the result of
damaging things is not good. The doctrine of atonement
is not valid but the method is useful for the training of
a child.

d. If you want to reprimand a child, do not do it before
others; do it in privacy.

23. A child should be given a little money. This will teach
it three virtues:

a. Charitableness.

b. Frugality.

c. Helping relatives.

For instance, if it has three coins, let it purchase some
eatable with one coin and share it with other children.
With the second coin, let it buy a toy and the third it
should be asked to give in charity.

24. Children should also be given common ownership of
some property. For instance, they should be given a toy
and they should be told that it belongs to all of them,
that all should play with it and that no one should try
to damage it. This would teach them to safeguard
common property.

25. A child should be given constant guidance in matters of
etiquette.

26. Due heed should be paid to physical exercise and
stamina of a child. This would be helpful towards its
moral education and progress in the world.
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In light of the foregoing exposition of virtue and morality,
only a child who possesses the following characteristics will be
considered to be morally educated:

1. It should be moral itself and be able to make others moral.

2. It should be able to behave as required by the mores of the
community – Jamaat.

3. It should have genuine love for God and this love should
reign supreme over other kinds of love.

How can it be determined whether a child sizes up to the
right standard in each of these characteristics:

1. The test of the first characteristic is:

a. that when it grows up, it should obey and practice the
Law, the Sharia, In word, deed and thought.

b. Its will should be strong enough to make it immune
against future mischief.

c. It should be able to earn its living and protect its life.

d. It should try and be able to protect its property.

2. The test of the second characteristic is that:

a. It should set a good example in morals.

b. It should participate in the moral training and spiritual
education of others.

c. It should not waste but should utilize its resources to
the greatest advantage of Ahmadiyyat and Islam, the
Jamaat in particular and Muslims in general.

3. The third characteristic can be judged by the following:

a. It should take good care of its health.

b. It should be a defender of the property and rights of the
community.
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c. It should do nothing which harms others.

d. It should be ready to accept cheerfully all rewards and
punishments bestowed and imposed by the community.

4. The criteria of the fourth characteristic are as follows:

a. It should have due eagerness and respect for the word
of God – the Holy Quran.

b. The mere mention of the name of God should halt it in
its stride and make it assume a respectful posture.

c. It should be in the world but not of the world.

d. It should exhibit its person the signs of its love for God.

Safeguarding Against Sin

After the moral education of a child, the question arises:
How can it be safeguarded against sin?

Before turning to the main theme, I would like to impress
upon you the importance of Zikr-Ilahi – Remembrance of God.
Remember, you are not here to witness a show or attend a
carnival. You are here to listen to and meditate on things
divine. Therefore, do not forget to observe the proprieties. I am
afraid some of us fail to maintain the sanctity of the occasion.
They keep coming and going or indulge in small talk. 

I know all those who are attending this session are not
Ahmadis. At a guess, some eight hundred to one thousand non
Ahmadies are also present. They are not accustomed to listen-
ing to long speeches with sustained attention; nor for that
matter, can they exercise as much self-control as the members
of the Movement can. Little wonder, therefore, if they are
restless and keep moving. But they are not the only ones who
move. In all innocence, Ahmadis too do so possibly to convey on
their own, the message of Ahmadiyyat to their non-Ahmadi
brethren. But remember, your primary duty is to your own
selves. 


